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The cap has two halves connected by a hinge. The top half is slotted and
slides over the original glide shaft. The bottom half contains the felt and
hinges perfectly to contain the metal or nylon bottom of the glide. When you
snap and lock the two halves together, the soft felt will eliminate noise from
sliding chairs (teacher’s love it!) and keep floors clean from scratching and
marring. Impervious to water, oil and most chemicals.100% guaranteed to
work with your chairs.

The SNAP-N-LOC Glides Cap will save you hundreds of man hours and

many dollars in floor repair.

MODEL QUANTITY PRICE
CAR140 100 PACK $88.00

Q-BALL GLIDES

The Q-Ball chair glide consists of a latex-free, non-marring PVC, which is
placed on the chair leg in place of a traditional chair glide. Available in two
sizes to accommodate various chair leg tubing:1” and 1 1/8”Available in 
GRAY PVC only and has a limited lifetime warranty.

MODEL SIZE QUANTITY PRICE
Q-42 1” set of 4 $6.00
Q-44STAR 1 1/8” set of 4 $6.00

SNAP-N-LOC GLIDE CAP WITH SUPERFELT

FLOORBUDDY with FELT SNAP INSERT

No tools needed! Install an entire classroom of furniture in only 1/2 hour.
Evolved from the patented Q-Ball design and material, works great on all floor-
ing, including traditional tile, VCT flooring, terrazzo, wood and carpet

MODEL SIZE QUANTITY PRICE
SGF77 1” set of 4 $8.00
SGF79 1 1/8” set of 4 $8.00

Shape Size, Color Quantity          Model               Price
inches

Slip-On® Floor Savers
protect hard floor surfaces from damage. This tough Slip-On® consists
of a vinyl sleeve with a reinforced rounded felt bottom. Simply slide
Slip-On® Floor Savers over chair and table legs to prevent floor 
damage and to reduce noise associated with moving furniture. They
slip easily over round or square legs and stay put without adhesive.
Slip-On® Floor Savers last at least four times longer than standard felt
protective pads.
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1 1/4” Grey 100 Pack 133-B $117.00
1 1/4” Grey 1000 Pack 133-1K $811.00
1 1/2” Grey 100 Pack 134-B $122.00
1 1/2” Grey 1000 Pack 134-1K $851.00


